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The set of all functions defined in the semi-group of the natural numbers
whose values are in a commutative ring R, becomes an associative ring when
addition and multiplication are defined by the functional addition and the ^-con-
volution (f*g)(n)= 2 f(r)g(s)r(r,s).
rs=n
In this paper, we will give some characterization of these rings. Finally, we
will study on the extension of the base ring.
Let N be the multiplicativesemi-group of the natural numbers and let K be
ajfield. In [4] the ring of arithmetic functions is defined as the set of all func-
tions /: N―>K whose addition and multiplication are defined by the functional
addition and the convolution (f*g)(n)= S f(r)g(s) for every neiV. In [3], the
rs=n
generalized convolution ring is studied. The concept of convolution is generalized
by a weighting kernel r: NxN-^K and the multiplicationis defined by (f*g)(n)
S f(r)g(s)T(r, s).
rs=n
All weighting kernels J are characterized by the requirement that the set of
all arithmetic functions stillremains as an associative integral ring.
We consider here a commutative unitary ring R and we define the generalized
convolution ring of arithmetic functions over R, in an analogous way. If j{r, s)
=1 for every r, s in TV, the ring of arithmetic functions, which is denoted by
3{N, R), is naturally isomorphic to the formal power series ring with infinitely
many indeterminates i?[[Xa, ･･･,Xn, ･･･]] via the the application F which is
defined as follow. If {pu ■■･, pn ■■■}is the sequence of all prime numbers, we
put F(Xi)=fp. where fPi(n)―8Pi,n(d is the Kronecker's delta).
In section 1, we characterize these rings as solution of an universal problem.
Section 2 is devoted to characterize them in an intrinsic way. In section 3 we
concern with the extension of the base ring.
This paper is originated in the unpublished paper "Sur les anneaux de fonc-
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tions arithmetiques", that the author did in collaboration with Carlos Meritano
[2]. Several resultsin sections 1 and 3 of this paper are obtained in that paper.
The author wishes to thank him, who kindly permites to restate them here.
1. Introduction.
In what follows we denote by N the multiplicativesemi-group of the natural
integers and by R a commutative unitary ring. Let y: NxN-*R an application
such that, for every r, s, t in N
T(r, s)r(rs,t)=r(r, st)r(s,t) [1.1]
and
T(r,l)=r(l, r)=l [1.2]
We denote by 3r(N, R) the ring whose elements are the functions a : N-+R
with the ordinary addition and multiplicationdefined by (a*b)(n)= 2 a(r)b(s)y(r,s),
T rs=n
for every a, h in ST(N, R), If j{r, s)=l for all r, s in N, we denote by £?i(iV,R)
or simply by 3(N, R). Actually, we have an i?-a!gebra with the identity 1 de-
fined by l(n)=81,n, for every neiV (see [3]). We say that &r(N, R) is the y-
convolution ring over R.
Let A=SFr(N, R) and <p: NxA-*R the application defined by <j>{n,a)=a(n),
for every a&A and neJV. Then it is easy to see that the fallowings are verified
(I) For every neiV, the application 0n: A-*R defined by @n(a)=<fi(n, a), for
all aeA is i?-linear.
(II)
(III)
6{n, ab)= 2 6{r,a)6(s,b)j{r,s),for every a, b in A and n in N.
rs-n
For every sequence (cn)newe/?Ar thereis a unique a^A such that ^(n, a)
= an, for allneTV.
Let now A be an arbitrary R-algebra and <p: NX A―>R an application such
that (I) and (II)are satisfied. Then it is easy to see that the conditions (III')
0(1, 1)=1 and (IIP) <f){n,V)=dun for every neJV, are equivalent conditions.
Further, if 0 satisfies(III)then it satisfies(III')too.
In the rest of this section, we consider the pairs (A, <p) where A is an R-
algebra and <p: NX A-+R.
Proposition 1.1. There is a pair {A, <f) such that (I),(II) and (III')are
satisfied and for every pair {A', $') which satisfies(I),(II)and (III')there is a
unique homomorphism of R-algebra f;A'―*A such that, the following diagram is
commutative
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Further, such (A, (j>)is unique up to isomorphisms.
Proof. It is sufficient to choose any pair (A, <f) such that (I), (II) and (III)
are satisfied (i.e., A=3r(N, R) and <fidefined as before). If (A', 0') satisfied (I),
(II) and (III') and o'eA', we can define f(a')^A' by 0(n, f(a'))=f(n, a') for
every neiV.
Remark 1.2. If follows from the proof that there is a unique pair {A, <fi)
such that (I),(II)and (III)are verified,i.e., the ^-convolution ring over R.
Remark 1.3. We denote by C(R) the category whose objects are the pairs
(^4, (j>)such that (I),(II) and (III')are verified and the morphisms are the R-algebra
hornomorphisms /: A-^Af such that the diagram in proposition 1.1 is a commuta-
tive diagram. By proposition 1.1, this category has the /"-convolution ring over
R as a final object.
Remark 1.4. Let now A be a ring (which is not necessarily an J?-algebra
"a priori") and <p: Nx A―>R an application which satisfied similar conditions but
in (I) we change the condition "@n is i?-linear" for (I'): "@n is additive". Then
it is easy to obtain that similar results as in proposition 1.1. In particular, the
object (A, <p) that satisfied (V), (II) and (III)are unique and it is the same SFr(N, R)
("a posteriori" A is an R-algebra and @n is i?-linear).
Let now (A, <j>)be a pair which satisfies (I),(II) and (III). We define <p: RN
-+A by (p((rn)nE:N)―a if <p(n, a)=rn for every weiV. It is easy to see that
(Ij) (p is i?-linear mapping
(Hi) (p((an)nl=N(bn)n(=N)=<p(( 2 arbsj{r, s))neiV) for all {an)n<EN and (bn)neN in RN.
rs=n
(Ilia) (f)is a bijective mapping.
Conversely, if (A, ([>)is an R-algebra A and an application cp: RN-^>A which
satisfies conditions (la), (IIJ and (Ilia), we can define <p: NxA->R in a similar
way, and 04, <fi)satisfies (I), (II) and (III).
We consider also (1110 <ft((di,n)n<sN)=l-
Then, we have trivially
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Proposition 1.5. There is a pair (A, <p) such that (Ia), (Ox) and (IHi) are
satisfied and for every pair {A', <f>r)which satisfies (Ij),(IIj) and (lll'i),there is a
unique homomorphism of R-algebras fx: A―>A' such that the following diagram
is commutative
R* '
A ―, ^.4/
Further, (A, cp)is unique up to isomorphism.
Remark 1.6. It is clear that the object which is a solution of the former
universal problem is the unique object that satisfies (!{),(IIJ and (IIIj) and it cor-
responds to the solution of the problem in proposition 1.1.
Let now R and R' be commutative rings and h : R―*R' a ring homomorphism.
If f. NxN->R satisfies [1.1] and [1.2] and if for every pair (r, s)eNxN we put
Y'(r, s)=h(r(r, s)), then f: NxN->R' satisfies [1.1] and [1.2]. We denote by
(A, <f>)(resp. (B, fi)) the /'-convolution ring over R (resp. ^'-convolution ring over
R'). We have, from proposition 1.1,
Corollary 1.7. There is a unique ring homomorphism h*: A-+B such that
the following diagram is commutative
lx/
U
V I
NxB-?―*>R'
Proof. Since (A, hoty) satisfies(P), (II) and (IIP) it is enough to apply
remark 1.4.
2. Characterization of Convolution Rings.
Let R be a commutative unitary ring, y＼NxN-^R a map which satisfies
[1.1] and [1.2] and (A, <j>)the ^-convolution ring over R. We put
Ax={a^A | <j>{n,a)=0 "in^N, ni-l]
It is clear that At is a commutative unitary subring of A which is isomor-
phic to R via /: a^6(l, a). Further f―f'1 °f: NxN-^Ax satisfies[1.1] and
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[1.2] and (A, 0) is the ^'-convolution ring over Ax. Then, in the following we
consider R=A1dA and for every a<sAu 0(1, a)=a. We also put
I^{ckeA | 0(1, a)=0}.
Then it is easy to see that / is a two sided ideal of A such that A=A^I (as
^-modules).
We define F: A―>I by F(a)=a' if and only if a' satisfies0(1, a')=0 and
0(n, a')=(f>{n―l, a) for every n>l in iV. We can easily see that F is an
^4i-
isomorphism. Further, if In=Fn(A) we can obtain by induction that
In^{a^A | <j>{p,fl)=0 for all />^n} [2.1]
Then, using (ID we have that /, is a two sided ideal too and we have
Lemma 2.1. Let A be the ^-convolution ring over the commutative subring
A, of A. Then
(i) Ai is a direct summand of A as an A-^-module and its complement is a two
sided ideal I of A.
(ii) There is an Ax-isomorphism F: A-*I such that for every n^N, In=Fn(A)
is a two sided ideal of A and for every pair (r, s)<eNxN, the following
diasram is commutative.
Pr-IyfS-1
1
A1
*(r,s)
―― ･≫･
Ax A
I
A
where the vertical maps are the multiplications and F^, s)(a)=ir'rs1(a)j(r,s).
(iii) The ring A with the topology defined by (/,),<=# becomes a Hausdorff and
complete topological ring.
Proof. Let ax and bx be in Ax and we put a=Fr ＼ax)
s-)(a1b1) = rrs~1(a1bj(r, s)) and c' ― ab. Then it is clear
ajdn.r, 4>in, b)=A(l, b1)8n.. Then, since
b=rs~Kb1), c=
that 6{n, a) =
6(n, c')― S <f>(u,a)6(v, b)j{u, v)
uv=n
= 0(1, a1)(f>il,bJrir, s)dn,rs^0(l} aAlir, s))dn,TS
―6{n, c), for every n<E.N.
We have c=cf and (ii)is proved
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Finally, r＼In=O is clear by [2.1]. Let (xn)neiv be a Cauchy sequence in A.
Then, for every integer m there exists nm^N such that for p^nm and q^nn>
jcp―xee/m, i.e. <j>(s,xp)=fi(s, xq) for all sSm. We denote by x(eA the unique
element such that <p(rn,x)=0(m, xp) for arbitrary p^nm. It is clear that x =
lim jfre,which completes the proof.
Given a ring A (resp. a topological ring A) we shall determine conditions for
the existence of an unitary commutative subring At of A and weighting kernel
j: NxN-^Ai such that A is isomorphic to 3r{N, At) as a ring (resp. as a topo-
logical ring). If this is the case, we say that A is a convolution ring (resp. a
convolution ring as a topological ring).
Corollary 2.2. // the ring A is a convolution ring, then there is a unitary
commutative subring Ay of A and a function J: NxN―*A1 which satisfies[1.1]
and Cl-2] such that the conditions (i),(ii)and (iii)in lemma 2.1 are verified. More-
over, if A is a convolution ring as a topological ring, (In)n<=N is a base of the
topology of A {via the isomorphism A~EFr(N, AJ).
Proof. If follows triviallyfrom lemma 2.1.
To obtain the converse we need some lemmas.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a ring and let A± be a unitary commutative subring
of A satisfyingthe conditions(i)in lemma 2.1and
(Ii')thereis an Ai-module isomorphism F: A―*I.
n
Then, for every n^N, A = R Ai@In {internal direct sum), where Ar―rr~＼A1)
and Ir―rr 1(I) for every r^N.
Proof. If n = l, the result Is clear by condition (I). It is not difficult to
complete the proof by induction argument.
Corollary 2.4. With the same assumptions and notations in the above lemma,
for every a^A. and for every neiV, there exist unique elements a^Ai, i=l, 2,
of
71
, n, an<s.In, such that a~ 2 ai-＼-an. Further, these elements does not depend
n.
n m
Proof. It is enough to prove that if a~ 2 ai+an= 2 bj+fim, where a^Ai,
i = l .7=1
(i=l, 2, ･･･ n), bj<^Aj, (j = l, ･･■, m), aneln and j3m(=Im, then 0*=^ for all iS
min{n, m}. But this follows from Irdls and ArCZls for every r>s.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a ring, At an unitary commutative subring of A and
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f.NxN―>AX a map such that [1.1] and [1.2] are verified. Let us suppose that
the conditions (i) and (ii)in lemma 2.1 are verified. Then, there is an application
6: NX A-*AX such that the conditions (I),(II)and (III')in section 1 are verified.
Proof. Let ceA and t<eN. We denote by ar^.Ar the elements which are
determined in corollary 2.4. Then, we put <f>{n,a)=ri'r(aT)eEA1. It is clear that
n m
(I) and (III')are verified. Finally,if a= 2 di+an, b=^b}+^m are the repre-
1=2 J=lsentations in corollary 2.4 we have
aibj=ri-K<Ki, a))n-KtU, b))
=r≪"1(0(i, a)0(;, 6)r(i,i))e^i,-
Then, it follows that
n
ab― 2 cr+d, where cr―
and 5e/ra. Thus, we have
2 aubv^Ar
uv=r
uv=r uv=r
ac=r
Remark 2.6. The object (A, </>)which is defined in lemma 2.5,is an object
in the category C(A^) (Remark 1.3).
Proposition 2.7. Let A be a ring, Ax an unitary commutative subring of A
and y~.NxN―*A such that [1.11 and [1.2] are verified. If the conditions (i),(ii)
in lemma 1.1 and
(Hi') The ring A becomes a Hausdorff topological space with respect to the topo-
logy defined by {In)n^N,
are verified, the completion A of A is isomorphic to 2r{N, AJ as a topological
ring.
Proof. Using corollary 2.4 and the definition of 0 we can easily see that
In={a^A | <p{r,a)^Q, W^n}.
Let xgA and let (xn)n(EN be a sequence in A such that ＼＼mxn=x. Since
72->oo
(xJneiv is a Cauchy sequence, for every m there exists nm such that for every
p^nm, <fi(r,xp-―Xnm)―Q, for r<m. Therefore, the sequence (<p(r, xp))p&N is a
stationary sequence in Ax. Thus, we can define @:NxA―*A1 by ${r, x)=
lim <p{r, xn). It is easy to see that this definition does not depend on (xn)neN
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and m/NxA=(p. Then, the conditions (I) and (II)in section 1 are triviallytrue.
n
Let (a^n^N^A"', we put bi=ri~＼ai)<^Ai and xn=^bi^A. We can see that
(xn)n<BN is a Cauchy sequence in A. If x=lim xn^A, for every reiV, ^(r, x)
7t->co
= 6{r, xp)=ar (takinp p adequately). Finally, if S(r, x)=S(r, y) for all r<=N,
(f)(r,x ―y)―R. We write x ―y=lim tn, where (tn)neN<=AN and using n/≫=(0),
real
it follows that x ―y―0. Then, condition (III) in section 1 is verified and remark
1.2 shows that A = 3r(N, AJ. Since this isomorphism is a canonical isomorphism
and In={a<^A＼$(r, a)=0, VrfSn} define the topology in A, it is clear that it is
a topological isomorphism.
Putting together all the pieces we have
Theorem 2.8. A ring A is a convolution ring if and only if there exist a
unitary commutative subring Ax of A and a map j:NxN―>A which satisfies
[1.1] and [1.2] such that the conditions (i),(ii) and (iii)in lemma 2.1 are verified.
Furthermore, A is a convolution ring as a topological ring if and only if all
above conditions are verified and (In)then is a base of the topology of A {via the
isomorphism A^37(N, A±)).
Proof. The corollary 2.2 shows the "only if" part. The converse is a con-
sequence of proposition 2.7. In fact, if (In)neN define the complete topological
ring A, then A=A=<$r(N, Ax). The last part is true if the topology given in A
coincide with the topology which is defined by (In)neN- Then, the proof is com-
plete.
Remark 2.9. In theorem 2.8,it is not necessary to assume that y satisfies
[1.1]. If we define the ring 37{N, R) even as a non-associative ring, the asso-
ciativity of A and A = 37(N, Ax) carry [1.1] as a consequence (see [3]). Further,
A is a commutative ring if and only if y is symmetric. A has not zero divisors
if and only if At is an integer domain and y(r,s)^0 for every r, s in N. Finally,
if A has not zero divisors, the condition [1.2] is also not necessary, because it
is implied by [1.1].
Using the same notations in theorem 2.8 we have
Lemma 2.10. // A is the y-convolution ring over Ax, A is commutative and
y(iVxiV)c£/C<4i)(the set of all unit elements in Ai), then there exists w:N~>U(Ax)
such that for every pair (r, s)eiVxiV,
T(r> s)
<o(rs)
o)(r)ct>(s)
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Proof. Since J is symmetric, the proof of theorem 3.1 in [3] applies un-
altered hprft.
Lemma 2.11. Let A be a commutative f-convolutionring over Ax and we as-
sume that there existsa functionat:JV―≫£/(A)such that
7(r, s)
a)(rs)
(o(r)o)(s)
for every pair {r, s)^NxN. Then, there exists a canonical isomorphism A^
3,{N, Ax).
Proof. We denote by <fi:NxA-^A! and by ^-.Nxs^N, A^-*AX the ca-
nonical applications respectively. If x^S^N, Ax), we put <p(x)&A the element
which is defined by <j>{n,^){x))=(dji)<j>1{n,x), for all neiV. It is not difficultto
check that <pis an isomorphism.
Corollary 2.12. Let A be a ring which has not zero divisors and we sup-
pose that A is the ~f-convolutionring over a field Ax. Then A is commutative if
and only if A^31(N, AJ.
Proof. The "if" part is trivial. Conversely, if A is a commutative domain,
j{r, s)^0 for every (r, s)(=NxN. Then rCiVx^d^―{0}=f/(A) and wg c&n
aoDlv lemmas 2.10 and 2.11.
Remark 2.13. In Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 2.12, if A is a topological ring
and is the T'-convolutionring over Ax as a topological ring, the isomorphism is a
topologicalisomorphism, since it is canonical. It is clear that a topological ring
A can be a convolution ring but not a convolution ring as a topological ring.
If A is the ^-convolution ring over Au this subring is not, in general, uni-
quely determine. In fact,if K is a fieldwe have
SW, KHXR)~K[LX1KlXlt -,Xn, ■･■]]
^KHX,XU -,Xn, -1}^S1(N,K).
We can obtain some sufficientcondition for Ax to be uniquely determine when
^4 is a /-convolution ring as a topological ring.
Proposition 2.14. Let A be a topological ring which has not non-zero nil-
potent elements. If A is a y-convolution ring over Ax as a topologycal ring, then
Ai is obtained uniquely by A^A/I, where I=^{a^A |lim an=0} (/ is the ideal
7t-->coin theorem 2.8).
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Proof. We can put A= 3r(N, At) and /={cei j 0(1, a)=Q}. If x&I, x2el,
4>{l,x2)=0 and <j>{2,x2)=^2(p(l,x)<p(2,x)j{＼,2)=0. Then x2e/2. By induction we
obtain xne/n for every neiV and then lim xn~0. Conversely, let x ―a+a,
where a^Ax and ≪e/, such that limxn=O. Since xn
n.―*<x>
= aB+/J, £eJ, for every
neiV, we have an―Q for some n and then a~0. Thus, x―a^l, which com-
pletesthe proof.
Theorem 2.15. Let A be a topological ring. The following conditions are.
equivalent:
(a) A is topologicallyisomorphic to a 1-convolution ring over a field.
(b) A is a commutative domain and is topologicallyisomorphic to a convolution
ring over a field.
(c) A is a commutative domain, and is topologicallyisomorphic to a convolution
ring and J={ae^4 |lim an―0} is a maximal ideal.
(d) There exist a field KcA (1^=1^) such that
(1) The complement of K in A is a two sided ideal I of A.
(2) There exist a K-isomorphism F: A-*I such that for every n, In=Fn(A)
is a two sided ideal of A and for every r, s in N, the following diagram
is commutative if the vertical applications are the multiplications:
KxK ^ AXA
f frs-l f
K m≫A
(3) A is a Hausdorff and complete topological ring and (/Jnejv is a base of
its topology.
Finally, the field mentioned in each assertion is the same field K and it is uni-
quely determine by K=A/L
Proof. (a)-≫(b)it is clear from Remark 2.9. (b)-≫(c)it follows by Proposi-
tion 2.14. (c)-≫(a):let A=*37(N, Ax). Using Proposition 2.14 and Corollary 2.12
we have that A^=A/I is a fieldand A ―'S^N, At). (a)<->(d)is a particular case
of Theorem 2.8.
Remark 2.16. The above theorem gives a characterization of the formal
power series ring with infinitelymany indeterminates over a fieldwhen we define
a convenient topology.
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3. Extension cf the Base Ring.
Let h:R-*T a ring horaomorphisrn of commutative rings, j: NxN―>R a
function which satisfies[1.1] and [1.2] and f: NxN―>T the extension of j
defined by fir, s)=^h{r(r,s)). We denote f^T, by $R: NX3T{N, R)-+R and
<pT: NX 3>(iV, T)-*T the canonical applications. We define 0': Nx {3r(N, R)RRT)
-*T by <fi'(n,xRt)=$R{n, x)t,for every neiV, x^37(N, R) and t^T. It is easy
to check that <p'satisfies(I),(II)and (III')in section 1. Thus, there is a unique
homomorphisms of T-algebras 0: 3?{N, R)^RT-*3r{N, T) such that the follow-
ing diagram is commutative
1X$ T
NX2rr(N, T) ^^
On the other hand, by Corollary 1.7,there is a unique ring homomorphism
h*: 37{N, R)-*3r{N, T) such that the following diagram is commutative
NX3AN, R) ~ *■
llX/i*
NX3?r(N, T)
<j>T
R
I'
T
Let a: ST(N, T)RRT-^EFr(N, T) the multiplication(p(yRt)=yt). Then itis
easy to see that 0=u o(/i*(g)l)and for every 2 x^t^^AN, R)RRT, CP(E jt<(g)ft)
is defined by
r
2 0*(n, Xi)tt,
i=i
for all neiV.
We ask about conditions for 0 to be an isomorphism. Since # is a homo-
morphism of i?-module, this fact does not depend on y. We omit it in the fol-
lowing.
We say that an i?-module M is countably generated if we can find a sequence
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- S Rxt.
Lemma 3.1. 0 is surjective if and only if for every countably generated R-
submodule M of T there is a finitelygenerated R-submodule P of T such that
MCZ P.
Proof. Let 0 be surjective and (tn)nBN(^TN. We define y^3(N, T) by
AT(n, y)=tn, for all n&N. Then, there Is
x='£ciRei<=3(N, R)RRT
p
such that <D(x)=y. Using the definitionof 0 it is easy to check that *ne £ /?<?*
CT, for every n^N.
p
Conversely, if y^.3{N,T), we denote by P= 2 Ret a finitely generated
i =l
p
i?-submodule of T such that $T(n, y)^P for every neiV. Thus (f>T{n,y)= 2 rniei,
for some rni<=R. Let d^3{N, R) such that <j>B{n,Ci)=rni for all"n^N and
i=l, ･■■,p. Since
fain, 0( 2 Ci<g>e*))=0r(n, y)
for all n&N, 0 is surjective.
The following corollariesare clear
Corollary 3.2. // T is an R-algebra which is finitely generated as an R-
module, 0 is surjective.
Corollary 3.3. // R is a noetherian ring, $ is surjective if and only if
every countably generated R-submodule of T is finitelygenerated.
Let M be an R-module and 3(N, M) denote the set of allfunctions /: JV―>M,
which is an i?-module in a trivialway. As before, we can define(j)M'.NX £F(iV,M)
―>M by <j>n(n,x)=x(n), for every n^N and x<^3{N, M). We can see that, as
in section 1, 3(N, M) is a solution of the universal problem defined by the fol-
lowing conditions:
(A) For every n<=N, @n: 3{N, M)-*M such that 0n(x)=<pM(n, x) is an R-linear
mapping.
In fact,£F(7V,M) is the unique /?-module that satisfies(A) and
(B) For every (xn)neN^MN, there is a unique xe£F(iV, M) such that 0#(n, x)
= xn, for each neiV.
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Then, as above, we have that there exists a unique application pM: 3(N, R)
(3RM~^3(N, M) such that pM(a&x)-~=y if and only if
0*(n, y)=(f>n(n, a)x , for all neiV {3{N, R)^SFr(N, R)).
Let P be a projective i?-rnodule and let L be a free i?-module such that
L=PQ)Q. Since, by Corollary 3 in [13 (pag. A. II. 63), pL is a monomorphism
and pP can be can be considered as the restrictionof pL on 3{N, R)RRP, pP is
a monomorphism. Similarly,if P is finitelygenerated and projective,L is finitely
generated and free, thus pP is an isomorphism. Then, we have
Lemma 3.4. If P is a projective R-module (resp. projective and finitelygen-
erated), the canonical application pP is a monomorphism (resp. an isomorphism).
Corollary 3.5. // T is an R-algebra which is projective (resp. projective
and finitelygenerated) as an R-module, 0 is a monomorphism (resp. an isomor-
phism),
Proof. Taking T―P. it is clear that 0―pP. More generally, we can prove,
Proposition 3.6. Let us assume thatfor every finitelygenerated R-submodule
M of T there exists a projective R-submodule P of T such that MdP. Then
0 is a monomorphism.
Proof. Let v= 2 XiRtt&&(N, R)RRT such that R{v)―0. We denote by
p
P a projective i?-submodule of T such that 2 RtidP and by j: P―>T the natural
£=1
V
inclusion. We write u― 2 Xi<g>ti&a?(N, R)^RP and we have v=(l<g>j)(u).
Since, for every n&N,
Q=0T(n, 0(v))= S <PnHn,xi)ti=j{Tt<j)R{n, Xi)tt),
i―l i=l
<f>p(n,pP(u))=O for every neA/". Thus, pP(u)―0 and by Lemma 3.4,m=0, which
completes the proof.
Corollary 3.7. Let us assume that for every countably generated R-submodule
M of T there is a finitelygenerated and projective R-submodule P of T such
that Ma P. Then 0 is an isomorphism.
Proof. It follows triviallyfrom Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.6.
Remark 3.8. If / is an ideal of R, the above results include the particular
case T=R/J. In thiscase, the canonical application£F(JV,R)/J$(N, R)-+3(N, R/J)
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is always surjective. If R is a direct sum of two ideals, -ft―/c/',then, by-
Corollary 3.5,it is an isomorphism. We shall consider now the case of locali-
zation.
Let R be a ring and S a multiplicativesystem of J?. We denote by h : R―>RS
the natural application h(r)=r/l and by 0 :(3(N, R))S-*3(N, Rs) the application
defined above, i.e.,for x^3{N, R), s^S and n^N,
*(≫･*(f))=J^l^1
■
where <p=<f>RS-We considerhere the followingconditions
(h) For every (sn)neN^SN, there exist(rn)n(=N^RN and /eS, such that
Y n$n
T for every n^N, in Rs.
(H) For every (sn)ne:N<^SN, there exist (rn)neN<=RN and £eS such that
rnsn=t for every neiV, in R.
It is clear that (H)―>(h)and we shall see that the converse is not true.
Proposition 3.9. The following conditionsare equivalent
(a) 0 is an epimorphism
(b) S verifies(h)
(c) For every countablygenerated R-submodule M of Rs, thereis t<sS such
that MdR-l/t.
Proof. (a)≪->(c)it is a trivialconsequence of Lemma 3.1,since every finitely
generated i?-submodule of Rs are contained in an i?-submodule, which is gener-
ated by a simple element of the form 1/t, t^S.
(b)-≫(c) Given {yn/sn)n^N^Rs', we choose (rn)n(EN^RN and feS such that
r≫s≫/l= f/l.
Thus yn/sn=rnyn/t<^R-l/t, for every neiV.
(c)-*(b) Let (s^eivGS*; we can find jfeS such that l/sn<=R-l/t, for every
neiV, and (h) follows.
Proposition 3.10. 77ze following conditions are equivalent
(a) 0 is an isomorphism
(b) S verifies(H).
Proof, (b)―>(a).It is enough to prove that 0 is a monomorphism. Let
xGff(#, R) and seS such that #(x/s)=0. Then, for every ikeN, <f>R(n,x)/s=O
and there is s≫gS such that snd>R(n,x)=0. We multiply by the element rn deter-
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mined by (H) and we have <fiR(n,tx)=t$R(n, x)=rnsn<ftR(n, x)=Q for every neiV.
Thus, tx=0, i.e., x/s=0.
(a)-≫(b) Given (sn)n&N&SN, since 0 is an epimorphism we can find (rn)n&N
eF and JeS such that snrn/l=t/l, for every ?kbN, in Rs. Let x^3(N, R)
and y^3(N, R) such that for every neiV, <j>R(n,x)=rnsn and $R(n, y)―t. Since
0(n, 0(x/l))―rnsn/l = t/l=$(n, 0(y/l)), x/l = y/l and there is weS such that
wx=wv. It is clear that urnsn~ut for every neAr and then (H) is verified.
Remark 3.11. It is clear that every finite multiplicativesystem verifies(H).
Then if R is a finitering and S is arbitrary, # is an isomorphism. On the other
hand, if S is countable and it has not zero divisors,the conditions (h) and (H)
are equivalent, but they are true only in trivial cases, i.e.,if and only if every
element of S is an unit in R, (RS=R), Finally, (h) and (H) are not equivalent
in general In fact, let R=C[0, 1] the ring of all real continuous functions
defined in [0, 1] and S the multiplicative system which consists of all of the
functions / such that f(x)―Q if and only if xs[l/j, 1] for some j'^1, and the
constant function 1. For every n, let /, be a function in S such that fn(x)―0
if and only if xe[l/n, 1]. If there exist some /gS, gn^R (n―1,2---) such
that f=fngn, we have /=0. Then, (H) is not verified. But the condition (h) is
verified. In fact,let /eS and let suppose that/(x)=0 if and only if xe[l/m, 1].
We define geR as some continuous extension of the function defined for
fe[0, l/2m~] by g(t)=l/f(t), and we denote by /zeS a function such that h(x)=Q
if and only if xe[l/2m, 1]. Then h(gf―l)=Q and we have g//l = l/l in R8
(this example is due to Ada Maria de Souza Doering and the author thanks to
her).
Let now R be a commutative ring and we denote by R＼J.X21 the ring of
the formal power series over R with indeterminates X={XU ■･-,Xn, ･･･}(finitely
or infinitely many). If R―>T is a ring homomorphism of commutative rings, by
0: i?[[X]]<S)ijT-*T[[Z]], we denote the canonical application that we define in
the begining of this section, or if X is a set of finitelymany indeterminates then
its restriction. (We can do this restriction without problem since &(Xi)=Xi).
We have the following corollaries:
Corollary 3.12. Let us assume that for every contably generated R-sub-
module M of T, there is a finitelygenerated projective R-submodule P of T such
that MdP. Then, the canonical application 0 is an isomorphism.
Corollary 3.13. // S is a multiplicative system in R which satisfies(h)
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{resp. (H)), the canonical application(R[LX~yj)s―>RslLXJ] is an epimorphism (resp.
an isomorphism).
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